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Truth. Beauty. Experience. Emotion.The artists included in Art Journey: Portraits and Figures say
they have discovered all of these things and more through their work. Sometimes it's in the eyes.
Or perhaps it's the hint of an expression that seems to beckon one closer, begging to share a
secret. Maybe it's the tilt of a chin. Or the posture or stance of one's subject. But in a well
executed portrait or figure? Something special, something unique that is invariably revealed--
oftentimes about both the subject and the artist.Covering a tantalizing range of styles, the works
within illustrate the many ways today's best artists choreograph shape, value, line texture and
color into compositions that create drama, tell a story and pull the viewer in. Featuring unusual
perspectives, enticing contrasts and other dynamic design elements, Art Journey: Portraits and
Figures delivers fresh inspiration for artists of every skill level and medium.Art and inspiration
from 109 contemporary artists working in charcoal, pencil, pastel, colored pencil, scratchboard,
pen and ink, and more107 masterful works--the best in portraiture and figure work--
demonstrating a wonderful diversity of stylesExpert tips and advice and insights into the stories
behind art

About the AuthorRachel Rubin Wolf has edited and written many fine art books for North Light
Books, including Watercolor Secrets; the Splash: The Best of Watercolor series; the Strokes of
Genius: Best of Drawing series, among others. She also has acquired numerous fine art book
projects for North Light Books and has contributed to magazines such as Fine Art Connoisseur
and Wildlife Art.
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EditorCopyrightFOREWORDBY RACHEL RUBIN WOLF, EDITORAt times, people ask me if it is
difficult to select the work for Splash and Strokes of Genius. Yes, I find it is difficult if I let myself
think about all of the hard work and hopes that have gone into each piece of art that I look at. So
I have to do my best to focus on each painting or drawing simply as an art object. And, though I
agonize over some decisions, generally the winners float to the top rather naturally as the
process unfolds. Quite surprisingly, the number of my initial winner selections (before going
through them again) is almost always right in the ballpark of what we need for the book.That is,
until Strokes of Genius 6.While I was judging Strokes of Genius 6 I began to feel that I was
selecting portraits way more than any other subject. As I went through the entries, I kept seeing
terrific portrait work. At first I thought it would all even out in the end, but it didn’t. Eventually, I
stopped and divided the work I had moved to my “Yes” file into separate files for each genre.
Indeed, I was right! I had perhaps three or more times as many portraits than any other genre,
and I was not even finished looking at all of the entries.When all was said and done, I had way
more portrait and figure drawings than I could fit into Strokes 6. But they were too good to just
send to the “No” file. So I asked North Light if we could publish these additional portraits and
figures in some other way—and you are looking at the result!I put together a bunch of questions



that the art itself raised in my mind—things I was curious about—and I am pleased as punch
with the interesting and varied answers we got. I know many of our readers look only at the
pictures, but go ahead and read the text, too. You may learn something new and valuable!SUZY
SCHULTZWhat inspired you to draw this subject?I seek figures, faces that seem to be familiar
with the tensions of life, whose beauty is a result of the scars borne from the battles of life. And
yet have victory, even if a crippled or limping one.Have you drawn this subject before?This is a
model I have worked with a lot over the years and have done many paintings, drawings and
etchings of him.Which historical movements, periods or artists inspire you?There is a drawing/
painting of a bird’s nest by Gustavo Isoe. The drawing is very detailed, with only the lightest hint
of color, and has a sense of mystery. I have been experimenting to get the same sense of detail
and yet mystery in my drawings. For this piece, I did a drawing first, then varnished, then added
a light oil wash.HEAD STUDY Suzy Schultz oil and varnish on watercolor paper 113⁄4 × 8
(30cm × 20cm)EDGAR JERINSWhat inspired you to do draw this subject?My drawings are the
narratives of my friends and family.Are the subjects someone in your personal life?In spring
2013 I returned to Lindsburg, Kansas, to continue the narrative of my first cousins, the Cepure
family. The drawing is of my cousins David, Anita and Daina [from left to right]. Daina is married
to Doyle and their union is childless; Anita is divorced from her husband but has three children:
Barry, Sarah and Brittany, who have all been taken in by Daina and Doyle following unsuccessful
placement and abuse in foster homes. Anita and her brother David are visiting Daina and
Doyle’s porch, bathed in the drama of Anita’s attempts to woo her children back. Anita and
David, despite early talent and promise, have become victims of depression and substance
abuse. The emotional loyalties and relationships change daily, if not hourly, with potential
breakdowns and explosions held at bay by Daina and Doyle providing practicalities.Did you work
from a photo, live sitter or both?I work from a combination of photo references and life work.
There is no substitute for working from life.How did you determine which medium to use in this
piece?Charcoal is bold and fast.What does portrait painting teach us about life and art?My hope
is that if someone facing a crisis saw one of my drawings that they felt less alone in their
pain.DAINA AND DOYLE AT HOME WITH ANITA’S CHILDREN Edgar Jerins charcoal on
paper 60" × 96" (152cm × 244cm) (For more from Edgar Jerins, please turn to page
223.)ELEANOR ADAMWhat inspired you to draw this subject?The sitter is a fellow artist. A
group of us portrait artists decided to paint and draw each other in an effort to explore the nature
of contemporary portraiture. Painting each other is inspiring and … cheap! When it was my turn
to pose, I was struck by the intensity with which we artists study our subjects.Did you work from
a photo, live sitter or both?I work from life and photographs. I draw and paint from life everyday,
so I am comfortable translating information from a photo to my work. Otherwise, I wouldn’t
attempt it. For this drawing I sketched the sitter and took a series of photographs. I gradually
worked out which composition I would use.How would you describe your style?I would call
myself a realistic painter with abstractions around the subject. If I could have my way, I would
draw heads and hands and abstract everything in between! Maybe I’m moving in that



direction.Which historical movements, periods or artists inspire you?I am a fan of the Old
Masters, whose ability to turn form with light and shadow and create the illusion of three
dimensions on a two-dimensional surface is unsurpassed. I am lucky enough to live in New York
City, so I visit the Metropolitan Museum every week to study Velásquez, Caravaggio,
Rembrandt, Vermeer and Holbein. I also adore American artists John Singer Sargent, Thomas
Eakins and Cecilia Beaux.Do you mainly consider yourself a portrait artist?Yes, I love looking at
my fellow humans. I fall in love a little with every sitter, and come to view everyone I draw and
paint as beautiful. In fact, I prefer to create portraits of people who have life experience in their
faces. I also paint in oil on canvas.DRAWING BENAT, DRAWING ME Eleanor Adam
graphite and charcoal on paper 37" × 26" (94cm × 66cm) JONATHAN J. AHNWhat inspired
you to draw this subject?Since the drawing was done as a demonstration, the model’s
expression and my will to educate others were the main inspirations for this drawing. As I have
been privileged to be taught and mentored by a number of amazing artists, I believe I should
pass on the knowledge and passion to others. This portrait drawing was done to demonstrate to
the class how to capture her likeness and mood.Did you work from a photo live sitter or both?I
worked from a live model, which is my preferred method. Observing without the degree of
separation with a photo or print gives me a deeper insight into my subject matter. A camera’s
interpretation and a printer’s flaws give me a false representation of a subject matter and often
lead to misinformation.How did you determine which medium to use in this piece?The class I
teach at the Academy required the utilization of charcoal, although it gives me the chance to
choose vine sticks over pencils.How would you describe your style?My style would likely be
considered realistic, since the basis of my work is through careful observation of nature.Which
historical movements, periods or artists inspire you?As an art history movement, I have always
been attracted to the Renaissance, in ideology, principles and passion—but not so much in style
or technique.How does your relationship with your subject affect your working style or the
outcome of the work?When working with a subject I have a strong connection with, it helps to
read deeper into the subject matter and better express the mood.Do you mainly consider
yourself a portrait artist?I would consider myself a fine artist even if I enjoy doing portraits as
well. I paint whatever moves me at that moment, whether that is landscapes, cityscapes, still life,
figurative art, genre art or abstract expressionism.How many drawings/sketches of the subject
did you do before you finished this one?Gwen was done as an hour-long freehand
demonstration without any preliminary drawings or sketches.GWEN Jonathan J. Ahn
graphite 24" × 18" (61cm × 46cm) CAREY ALVEZWhat inspired you to draw this subject?
My passion and artistic interests have always been people, portraiture and the human journey.
This drawing is a preliminary drawing for a series called “God Only Knows.” This body of work
includes more than twenty paintings, numerous drawings and stories about the major
transformative moments in my life and the lessons learned. This particular image speaks of
experiences with my daughter during her teenage years.How would you describe your style?
Classical realism. My interest in realism comes purely from a desire to constantly move toward



self-mastery. When I look at the work of the great masters, I have an intense desire to be able to
do what they did. Following their example is simply a matter of being honest with myself. I just
want to create the best work I possibly can.Which historical movements, periods or artists
inspire you?I have studied several masters and do master copies on a regular basis. These have
included Holbein, Fortuny, Heinrich Hofmann, Rembrandt, Sargent and Cabanell, all for different
reasons.Is the subject someone in your personal life?This is my daughter, who became
seriously ill when she was sixteen years old and took three years to recover. This image will be
the first panel of a three-panel portrait painting that tells the story of working with a teenager
through a very difficult period into maturity and resolution. This image is helping me process my
relationship with her, what we went through and my hopes for her future. The emotional integrity
of the piece is vital to me.Do you mainly consider yourself a portrait artist?Yes, portrait, figurative
and allegorical.If your drawing’s title is significant, what does it mean?This period was extremely
demanding on all of us. For her, it speaks of the trials of growing up and finding herself, while
literally struggling for her life, and for me it was all about what it takes to actually serve another
human being.I NEVER PROMISED YOU A ROSE GARDEN Carey Alvez carbon pencil,
watercolor pencil and chalk on watercolor paper treated with acrylic washes 28" × 12" (71cm
× 30cm) JIMMIE ARROYODid you work from a photo, live sitter or both?I worked from a photo
reference that I took myself for a couple of reasons. Due to my schedule, I usually work very late
hours, midnight or later. I also work very slow and feel if I have a live sitter, I will be rushed and
not have the result I originally intended.How did you determine which medium to use in this
piece?I usually work in black and white, so it’s simply a choice of charcoal or graphite. When I
want to work on a toned surface and have a looser overall look, I’ll choose charcoal. I’ll use
graphite when I want a tighter look, where I can concentrate on individual strokes.How would
you describe your style?I consider my work to be a combination of different styles. It’s toward
realistic with sometimes abstract elements in the background. This piece has an added touch of
surrealism with the heart stitched into her chest with the pattern of the corset.Is the subject
someone in your personal life?The sitter is a client from the tattoo shop that I work in. I tattooed a
casket on her arm and thought she’d like the idea of posing for this piece. I described what I was
planning, and she was interested and took it from there. Her name just happens to be Diane
Hartt.Do you mainly consider yourself a portrait artist?I would consider it more like informal
portraits, where it’s not about the sitter. It’s more like role-playing, where the sitter plays the
subject. I do try to get an accurate likeness, but sometimes it’s about the sitter and sometimes
it’s about the artwork.How many drawings/sketches of the subject did you do before you finished
this one?I usually began with quick doodles until I am content with an overall look. I then make a
rough sketch closer to what I expected the finished drawing to be. After taking reference photos
and finding one I’m satisfied with, I’ll make one last clean sketch to confirm size, composition
and confidence to start the final drawing.DIANE’S HARTT Jimmie Arroyo charcoal on Daler
Rowney Dreadnought color paper 27" × 20" (69cm × 51cm) ANA BAYONDid you work from
a photo, live sitter or both?I work with my own photography. Taking my own photos provides me



with an extensive selection of images. This allows me to create different effects and lighting
conditions.How would you describe your style?I don’t associate my style with any particular
school or movement. My concern is to capture a sense of presence in a certain circumstance.Is
the subject someone in your personal life?The subject in this drawing is my daughter, Mariana.
She is a participant in many of my works.Do you mainly consider yourself a portrait artist?I
consider myself a nonconventional portrait and figurative artist, working with a more personal
interpretation of the subject.How do you plan your compositions?I compose with my camera. My
camera is my sketchbook; from there I proceed to the final rendering of the painting.What does
portraiture teach us about life and art?Portraiture teaches us about the significance and
recognition of a chosen moment, by the artist and the person to be portrayed. This allows us to
enter an aesthetic experience into other dimensions and other times.BLACK TULLE Ana
Bayon graphite on paper 14" × 11" (36cm × 28cm) GLENN BEASLEYDid you work from a
photo, live sitter or both?The portrait was from an old black-and-white photo of Mrs. Crye from
the 1940s. Working with old photos is a challenge at best compared to working from life or a
modern digital image. You are at the mercy of the condition and lighting of the reference material
with only a few practical options. Yet the reward is great when you show the completed work to a
loved one and their look of joy goes beyond what words can express.How did you determine
which medium to use in this piece?I began the work as a carbon pencil and charcoal drawing
but as it progressed I decided to blend with the charcoal some pastel tints to give it a vintage
look.How would you describe your style?Realism best describes my work although I admire
many different styles.Which historical movements, periods or artists inspire you?I am inspired by
many different periods, from the Dutch Masters, nineteenth-century academic, to the illustrative
geniuses of the twentieth-century of Rockwell and Loomis. I try to gain knowledge from all
including the new contemporary realist artists working today and use what I learn in my own
work.Is the subject someone in your personal life?The subject was my wife Karen’s mother,
Merlean Crye.Do you mainly consider yourself a portrait artist?My first love in art was portraiture.
While I enjoy doing still lifes, landscapes and florals, I find scenes that are based around people
much more interesting.How many drawings/sketches of the subject did you do before you
finished this one?This was a first take from start to finish.What does portraiture teach us about
life and art?Each time I do a portrait I find myself connecting with that individual even if they are
no longer with us or I never met them. Each face is unique and when you spend enough time
with that image you will find something about that person’s character that only a good portrait
can express.MRS. CRYE Glenn Beasley charcoal and pastel on Strathmore toned pastel
paper 20" × 16" (51cm × 41cm) HOLLY BEDROSIANIs the subject someone in your
personal life?The subject is my sister Elise, which made it very easy for me to capture her
essence. I know her very well, which helped me to decide which pose worked best and what
information to use and discard from the photo references. I wanted to draw an honest, realistic
portrait of her.How does your relationship with your subject affect your working style or the
outcome of the work?My sister is a free-spirited individual, reflected in her hairstyle and clothing



and the simplicity in this portrait design. It made sense to keep the shirt and background
relatively simple and rough, but I wanted to show a bit more of her style in the complexity of her
head scarf.Did you work from a photo, live sitter or both?I generally work from photos I take, but I
typically take hundreds of photos and spend a good deal of time with the subject so I really
understand their character. I always inject what I know about the subject into my artwork, so the
portrait is not merely a copy of a photo, and many times I will work from more than one
photograph.How did you determine which medium to use in this piece?I like using colored pencil
for detail work, and I thought the medium was perfect for highlighting the detail in her head scarf.
I have drawn Elise twice before, both times in colored pencil.Which historical movements,
periods or artists inspire you?I try to draw/paint in a way that is my own, without mimicking any
other artist.Do you mainly consider yourself a portrait artist?I do consider myself a portrait artist.
I can work forever on a face (or hands) and lose track of time, but find myself slaving away at the
rest of the drawing or painting.How many drawings/sketches of the subject did you do before
you finished this one?I sketched her face separately once in pencil and transferred the drawing
to sanded paper to do the final colored pencil piece.How do you plan your compositions?I don’t
always plan my compositions. Sometimes just working with the subject in a natural environment
leads to composition ideas.What does portraiture teach us about life and art?Portraiture is such
a personal art, with the artist studying the subject’s physical features and character in order to
create the best artistic representation. I think that the artist learns a lot about the subject, and
sometimes the subject learns about themselves in this process. I also heard once that every
work is a self-portrait, and I tend to agree. I often find that I am putting a little of myself into
drawings and paintings of other people, and I believe that many other portrait artists do this as
well.ELISE Holly Bedrosian Prismacolor colored pencil on Fisher 400 sanded paper 20"
× 16" (51cm × 41cm) CANDICE BOHANNONWhat inspired you to draw this subject?
Constellation was inspired by the dramatic life and powerful spirit of the young woman portrayed.
At the precipice of adulthood, she is somewhat wild, an untamed soul. With her youthful
exuberance, she is ready to explode out into the world, but her troubled past brings caution to
her step and doubt to her brow. The thick furs wrapped around her slender body impart a warm,
protective embrace, armor against the cold of the world. She waits in a slumber-like state,
troubled by dreams of the past and soaring projections of the future. It is uncertainty that
surrounds this young woman. Her carefree passion for living and wild youthful energy is tamed
only in the quiet of the night by the ghosts of the unknown—what will be her path, her future,
where will the whirlwind of the world sweep her now?Is the subject someone in your personal
life?The subject in this piece is my dear niece. I held her in my arms just days after she was born
and have watched her grow up. I am now drawing and painting her as a young adult emerging
into the world; it is a great pleasure to draw someone I know so well. This drawing is the first in a
series of works. I sketched out a composition for Constellation and managed to complete the
piece within a few long days of work. Upon finishing, though I was satisfied with the piece, I felt
that I needed to explore the concept further, so I began work on several oil paintings.Did you



work from a photo, live sitter or both?I often begin work with small, loose concept sketches to
achieve a rough idea of the composition I want. The sketches are usually very expressive and
prove to be excellent references throughout the creation of the final work. Looking at them
regularly helps me stay true to the original concept, and I am not as likely to get lost in
reproducing minute details that are not important to the final drawing. Some pieces are done
entirely from life, but many of my figurative works are the products of a combination of resources:
memories, sketches, photographs, work from life and imagination. Due to the extreme angle I
desired with Constellation, I could not complete the drawing from life. I made careful use of
photographic references, and as is usually the case, the drawing as a whole looks nothing like
my photos.How did you determine which medium to use in this piece?I wanted to make the fur
and elements of the background expressive in execution and very dark. I knew that both
charcoal and ink could achieve the full drama of that value range while maintaining the loose
handling I desired, but I had been looking for any opportunity to experiment with ink, and this
piece was a perfect fit for the medium. Ink can be carefree or controlled, both expressive and
refined. The results were just what I was looking for.Which historical movements, periods or
artists inspire you?There is a common thread in the art that I love, it is emotive and stands as a
powerful witness to the human soul. My favorite artists are Jan van Eyke, Vincent van Gogh,
Kathe Kollowitz, Rembrandt, Michelangelo and Andrew Wyeth. You can feel the person behind
the artwork’s creation while looking at it. Their works are representational, yet what they
represent illuminates that which is not representational, the yearning of the human soul, life,
death, the passing of time. Their works are not perfect reflections of a scene or photographic in
nature—despite how realistically they may be painted. The human content ends up being more
powerful than the sum of all the details, and thus they feel more real to me than any
photorealistic work I have ever seen. This type of work is very inspiring to me.CONSTELLATION
Candice Bohannon ink and graphite on bristol paper 18" × 23" (46cm × 58cm) MANDY
BOURSICOTWhat inspired you to draw this subject? Is the subject someone in your personal
life?Nicole was one of my atelier students, and her beautiful profile, mirrored by her neckline,
reminded me of those elegant carved shell cameos, popular with my grandmother’s generation.
In my atelier, I spend many hours with each of my students, and during the course of explaining
proportion and structure, I will often reference a particular student’s defining features. So I find
myself scrutinizing profiles, hairlines, bone structure, planal definitions and further looking into
what gives each face its particular characteristics and unique beauty. There are some faces,
such as Nicole’s, which I find myself compelled to capture, hoping to share what I saw with a
wider public and for posterity.Did you work from a photo, live sitter or both?I worked with Nicole
from life, over the course of close to twenty hours. Her hair was ever changing and posed the
highest level of difficulty and intricacy I had encountered to date.How did you determine which
medium to use in this piece?Taking a cue from my subject, Nicole’s fairness and youth made me
choose to use a cast of entirely H pencils for her portrait.How would you describe your style?I
am a classical realist artist and work to capture the essence of what is true and real before me,



combining this with my own ideal of beauty.NICOLE Mandy Boursicot graphite on paper
18" × 14" (46cm × 36cm) JASON BRADYWhat inspired you to draw this subject?Upon finding
this shell, I was inspired to create an unconventional self-portrait. This shell could embody and
describe my story in ways my face could not. Rather than reveal my face, I hid it, letting the shell
and the dynamics of the pose symbolize my true nature.How does your relationship with your
subject affect your working style or the outcome of the work?Since I am the subject, authenticity
was of the utmost importance. One meaning of this drawing is my experience of having to
endure unceasing tinnitus. To communicate this personal symbolism was hidden within the
drawing. The spiral shell represents the cochlea of the inner ear and that eternal sound. On the
other hand the shell also describes my own introverted nature, while the sheer impossible size
of the shell alludes to my self-defeating cycles. It also concerns the decision whether I should
emerge from the shadows or remain in obscurity.Which historical movements, periods or artists
inspire you?The Baroque, more specifically Caravaggio and his tenebrism, as well as the
Peredvizhniki or Itinerants, Nicolai Fechin and symbolism are deep sources of inspiration.If your
drawing’s title is significant, what does it mean?The artist struggles to shuck off the shell that
was once his armor but now seems a burden. He tires of the self-contained darkness and the
emptiness of his confines as he strives for the light and the unknown. A burden weighs a man
down to teach him his capabilities, where he can rise above circumstance or succumb to his
paralyzing fears. In moments of such Sisyphean struggles, a man can see what truly is.How
many drawings/sketches of the subject did you do before you finished this one?I drew about six
sketches to solve problems such as pose of the figure, direction and brightness of the light on
the shell and figure, cast shadow from the shell, size of figure to the shell and the gesture of the
hands.How do you plan your compositions?I rely on intuition when planning a composition. Lost
and found edges, balancing areas of rest with intricate details, spirals, engulfing shadows,
tenebrism, as well as the golden ratio, are a few of the crucial elements that lead the viewer’s
eye around the composition.What does portraiture teach us about life and art?Through
portraiture I rediscover the simple beauty of faces that I too often overlook. While painting I see
glimpses of the sitter’s inner state and enter in a rapture attempting to capture these elusive
moments.THE BURDEN Jason Brady charcoal and white pastel on paper (Canson Mi-
Teintes, Sky Blue) 15" × 22" (38cm × 56cm) JOHN BREWERDid you work from a photo, live
sitter or both?I based my triple self-portrait on Norman Rockwell’s Triple Self-Portrait.How did
you determine which medium to use in this piece?I wanted a medium that would give me a
chance to cover my mistakes.How would you describe your style?I think of myself as an
impressionist.Which historical movements, periods or artists inspire you?I am inspired by
Norman Rockwell, William Merit Chase and Mary Cassatt.Do you mainly consider yourself a
portrait artist?I am a portrait artist. I work in watercolor, charcoal, pencil and pastel.How many
drawings/sketches of the subject did you do before you finished this one?Just one.How do you
plan your compositions?I don’t really plan my compositions—for me, I find that composition just
happens.What does portraiture teach us about life and art?Portraiture, and this portraiture in



particular, teaches me that I can laugh at my mistakes, move on and then keep improving.art
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Sluss, “An amazing collection of fine drawings from different artists. I particularly love drawings,
and this book has a wonderful collection of styles. Some of the artists have amazing techniques
for showing textures… One drawing took the artist something like 160 hours to complete! There
is a very full range of styles, though, and the book is enjoyable both to peruse and inspire.”

cctyker, “Beautiful Book. Beautiful book. You could almost write a short story or a novel about
each of the characters drawn in this book. The human faces and bodies portray so much
character. Like I said, a beautiful book about us humans and our expressiveness.”

Cece, “It has become my favorite art book by far. Incredible is the only word that comes to mind.
The book explains what each artist is thinking and doing with his/her portrait. It has become my
favorite art book by far.”

Mikey Likes It, “I really like this book. I use this book for inspiration!  I really like this book.”

MW-Pittsburgh, “Excellent Art Book. Enjoyed very much. This book has one page for the art
works and the facing page with comments by the artist, which are often very enlightening.”

Itzagenius, “Five Stars. One of my favorite art books, the illustrations are beautiful !”

Interested Consumer, “Five Stars. This is a beautiful book containing many wonderful drawings. I
highly recommend it!”

Bongo Najja, “Five Stars. Beautiful book with lots of images; well produced!”

May B., “Beautiful book.. This book is absolutely beautiful. The art is so inspiring it just made me
want to pic up my polcrom pencils and try harder. The work by the artists featured is amazing.
Truly inspirational, but little information on how they achieved the effect, just what medium they
used, saying that who cares, the work is wonderful. Something to keep and treasure.”

Kate n Kitty Crew, “This a most beautiful book, full of truly inspiring portraits and fascinating ....
This a most beautiful book, full of truly inspiring portraits and fascinating background to each
piece of art.  I would strongly recommend it as a welcome addition to your art library.”

Margaret Wright, “Thank you. The most beautiful,book, and excellent service from the supplier”

Kristel L., “Excellent selection of works. Excellent selection of works. Short interview with an
artist added to each picture is nice bonus. Very inspiring for hobby-artist.”



mrs Foord, “Four Stars. brill”

The book by Burne Hogarth has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 21 people have provided feedback.
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